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Lahore-Pakistan's top international airport is located
in the city of Lahore which means that it is a great
base to explore the city. Lahore is considered as the
cultural capital of Pakistan and is known for its
various cuisine and exotic festivals. The city is
divided into many historic and famous areas which
can be explored by tourists. The famous areas
include the famous Mall Road, the Old City and the
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on this article.Q: django form, how to submit
multiple forms in one model instance? I have two
models similar to this class Article(models.Model):
Title = models.CharField(max_length=100,
unique=True) def __str__(self): return self.Title class
View(models.Model): ArticleID =
models.ForeignKey(Article,
on_delete=models.CASCADE) I have a forms.py for
View which looks like this class
ViewForm(forms.ModelForm): class Meta: model =
View How do I submit the form to my url using
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views.py and using the same instance of the Article
in the View model? A: You just need to pass in the
form to the save method of the view. >>> from
article.forms import ViewForm >>> >>> v =
View(Title='My View', ArticleID=1) >>> v.save()
>>> >>> from article.views import ViewForm >>>
>>> v = View(Title='My View', ArticleID=1) >>> v.
save(form=ViewForm(data=your_view_form_data))
>>> ...and in your view, this is the method you will
be using to render the data to a template. def
some_view_def(request, article_id): # Do something
form = ViewForm(data=your_view_form_data) if
request.method == 'POST':
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The application includes a neat andÂ .Tesla’s Chief
Executive Officer Elon Musk is preparing to do battle
with an important Wall Street figure: Dougherty
Capital, the firm’s largest shareholder. On Tuesday,
the chief executive officer of the electric car maker
will be speaking with investors about the quarter his
company just endured — a period of great fanfare
until the company delivered just 14,000 of its model
3 sedans, less than half of what it had said it would
deliver. That unusually quiet period of the
company’s business — for which there is little
expectation of a rebound in demand as the highly
anticipated Model 3 rolls out next year — has
allowed Mr. Musk to boast of the car’s technical
excellence and the cost of manufacturing it. Those
boasts have prompted warnings from investors that
the carmaker’s business has stumbled. But while Mr.
Musk is on the defensive, his counterpart at Tesla,
the billionaire Jim Simons, is on the offensive. He
has been building up his stake since April, putting
nearly 5 percent of his entire portfolio into the
carmaker. His moves have outlasted last year’s
disappointing electric car results and the steep selloff in Tesla’s shares last week. As of Monday’s close,
the value of his Tesla holdings stood at $1.3 billion,
more than half of his total portfolio.Verification of byproduct dosimetry. The radiobiological term byproduct means the effects from ionizing radiation at
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a particular tissue which is devoid of or a minimum
of absorbed dose (indicated by their relative
biological effectiveness, RBE, values). The byproducts at tissue interfaces such as the sensitive
skin and joint-cartilage are significant in radiological
protection; the by-products at the bone interfaces
are also significant in medical applications. Surface
dose standards for these tissue interfaces are
needed. It is widely accepted that the doseresponse relationship for biological damage
becomes saturated as the absorbed dose to these
tissue interfaces exceeds a certain threshold. In
order to guarantee that the dose level at the tissue
interface is always below this threshold, the surface
dose is defined as the dose that results in the
saturation of the dose-response relationship for the
biological damage at the tissue interface. We herein
verify the surface dose standards for several tissue
interfaces (skin, bone, joint and pituitary gland) by
systematically varying the absorbed doses at these
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